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Introduction & The Problem
2 of the key Project Management practices that have long been the Achilles' heels of development
projects are Estimation and Risk Management. Independent of the specific SDLC or method chosen,
there are some key elements of these practices that are well worth examining.
• Poor estimation (and lack of metricable data) generally results in promising delivery in impossible
timescales, and underestimating the resources necessary to complete the job.
• This leads in most cases to failing to meet quality, budget and time commitments.
Clearly, a more predictable process is needed. The following scenario highlights the benefits:
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The Solution & Estimation Recommendations
The Solution
Create a repeatable, predictable, adaptive, Estimation Process
that integrates and quantifies staff, budget, duration, scope and risk of a project.
Create a process and database of metrics that can be used to make future estimation
efforts more accurate.

Recommendations
• Industry best practices tell us to expect gradually
increasing estimation accuracy through the SDLC
• Consistent with PMI and CMM Estimating Guidelines and
Measurements, projects would estimate at 3 discrete
points in the lifecycle:
• Concept Development
• Analysis
• Design
• We recommend estimation accuracy targets of:
• +/- 50% (Concept Development)
• +/- 25% (Analysis)
• +/- 10% (Design)
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Benefits
• Will improve decision making regarding project selections.
• Clarity in the relationship between product delivery, quality (defects) and risks associated
with the effort.
• Using a common sizing template will foster common project estimating practices.
• Will provide consistent understanding of productivity from project to project.
• Standardization, combined with more robust scoping and estimation practices will reduce the
variance between project budget and project spend.
• Comparisons to 7000 projects database can be utilized when no other sizing and
estimation data is available.
•When project expectations change or are unrealistic, modeling can be performed
and “What If” scenarios developed instantly by altering cost, schedule, resource,
functionality or defects assumptions.
• Projects "in-flight" can be analyzed using mid-project radar analysis
(red/amber/green).
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Output Elements: Projects Not Started
♦Component Sizing (Scope),

Staffing, Productivity,
Probability of Success
comparisons and validation.

♦Defect Forecast (not
pictured).

♦Alternative scenario

comparisons and analysis
(not pictured).

♦Projects can be compared to
each other.

♦Project can be aggregated into
program and higher level
scorecards.
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Output Elements: Alternative Scenarios (Not Started)
Original Expectation:

Convert 120 reports using 3 staff by September 1st.
Staff can only be utilized at rate of 2.25 due to vacations and other
non-project time. Only 20 of the 160 reports can be completed in timeframe.

Best Practice:

With other areas using the standard techniques, yields better
estimates allowing to fine tune the estimate to 100 reports.

Scheduling, Resourcing, Costing and other assumptions can now
be modified, yielding instant Estimate Re-Calculations.
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Output Elements: Projects In-Flight

A.
B.

Highlights Units of Output produced (Plan vs. Actual vs. Forecast).
Highlights DEFECTS (planned vs. Actual defects found vs. forecast). This graph
indicates a green status as of today, but if things continue, yellow and red indicators
will soon be warranted. Changes can be made well in advance of problems!
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Output Elements: Post Project and Next Project (Sample)
SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS

Summary

Project was required to produce 20% more software than originally quantified.
Overtime and an actual increase in productivity helped to achieve this.
Data sources for this estimate includes: Interview notes, detailed staff resource sheet,
Microsoft Project Plan and a MSP to SLIM mapping document.
Actual defect data will be added when it is received by the QI team.

Main Lessons
Learned

Contingency should be included in all estimates.
Estimates and Actuals should be measured using the same criteria.
PRS codes should be set up for each project as soon as possible.
At least 13% more effort for Initiation and Requirements activities should be included in the
next estimates.
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Precision Scoping & Estimation Summary
Quantifiable Component Sizing (Scope), Staffing,
Productivity, Probability of Success comparisons, Defect
Forecasts, Alternate Scenario creation and validation
with other projects can lead to:
♦Better integrated Estimates at the start of a project
♦Alternate Scenarios when expectations are not realistic
♦Better control of projects in-flight
♦Better post project data that ultimately leads to more predictable
future projects.
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Appendices
Benefits comparison
Input details
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Benefits Comparison
Best Practice

Before Process
Enhancement

After Process Enhancement

Modeling Method

Excel file that is effort based by
deliverable, not standardized.

Matches Staff (Supply) with Component (Demand) of
the project and compares against like projects.
Standardized.

Re-Estimation/ Modeling/
Alternative Scenarios

Manually redone.

Done within seconds and can be compared against
previous estimates easily.

Ability to align with actuals

No

PRS, 5 Quarter and Project Plan data can be aligned
against plan to determine variance.

Ability to Forecast and reforecast based on actuals.

No

After actuals aligned with plan, a predictive forecast can
be created.

Ability to Compare
Between Projects

Yes to a vary limited degree.

Yes in a database. Very flexible. Compare to industry,
UBS, other team’s similar projects, same team’s past
projects.

Ability to change staff
resources.

No. Resource efforts are either based
on an average or on the specific
capabilities.

Yes. Resources may be interchanged easily by altering
productivity of the team.

Provide Risk ratings of
project success to client
and Technology
Management

No

Yes. Risk ratings are provided for on every scenario
within a project estimate. Scenarios can be evaluated
using risk criteria.
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Inputs Elements: Normal Data & Productivity
Normal Data: Cost, Duration, Resource (staff and other)
Productivity: 40 attributes, divided into 4 categories, can be used to help gauge before and
during the project. After the project is completed, these can be baselined and re-evaluated
providing better metrics for the next project.

!
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Input Elements: Quantifiable Standardized Build Components
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